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Abstract 
In this paper, we characterize graphs G for which G®K2 is Hamiltonian, where ® denotes the 
tensor product of graphs. The relationship between the bieulerian orientation of a 4-regular graph 
G and the existence of a pair of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles in G®K2 is established. Also a 
characterization for a 4-regular graph to have a bieulerian orientation is presented. Finally, some 
conjectures of Jha relating to the existence of cycles or edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles are either 
proved or disproved. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
I. Introduction 
For graphs G and H,  the tensor product G®H of G and H is the graph with ver- 
tex set V(G) x V(H) and E(G®H)= {(ul, vl)(u2, v2) : UlU2 ~ E(G) and vlv2 E E(H)}. 
This implies that dG®H(u,v)=dr(u)dH(v). It is easy to check that if G and H are 
connected and nontrivial, then G®H is connected unless G and H are both bipartite, 
in which case G®H consists of exactly two components. Clearly, the tensor product 
is commutative and distributive up to isomorphism. A graph G is said to be Hamilton 
cycle decomposable (or, in short, H-decomposable) if its edge set can be partitioned 
into Hamilton cycles of G. Pn and Cn denote the path and the cycle on n vertices, 
respectively. Moreover, we denote the length of a longest path and a longest cycle in 
G by f (G)  and c(G), respectively. Definitions which are not given here may be found 
in [2,4]. 
In this paper, we characterize graphs G for which GQK2 is Hamiltonian, where ® 
denotes the tensor product of graphs. The relationship between the bieulerian orientation 
of a 4-regular graph G and the existence of a pair of  edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles in 
G®K2 is established. Also a characterization for a 4-regular graph to have a bieulerian 
orientation is presented. Finally, some conjectures of Jha relating to the existence of 
cycles or edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles are either proved or disproved. 
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2. A characterization for G®K2 to be Hamiltonian 
A simple graph G is called k-regularizable if multiple edges can be added to G, if 
necessary, so that the resulting multigraph G* is k-regular. G is k*-regularizable if 
the number of new parallel edges added between any pair of vertices of G to make it 
k-regular is at most one so that between any pair of vertices of G*, there are at most 
two edges. 
Let H be a 4*-regularizable connected spanning subgraph of a graph G. Then H*, a 
graph (not necessarily unique) obtained from H, by the above construction is eulerian. 
We call H an UOET - -  subgraph of G if H* admits an uniformly odd euler tour 
(UOET), i.e., an euler tour in which no proper closed subtrail is of even length. As an 
example, let G=H= C2n+1. Then H* is obtained by duplicating each edge of C2n+l. 
Then moving around the cycle twice, we have an uniformly odd euler tour in H*. 
Also, an UOET in the graph P* of Fig. 1 obtained from the Petersen graph P is as 
follows: /)1 t~8 v7 v3 v2/)10/)9/)4 v3t~7/)6 v5134 v9 v8 Vl/)5 06/~10 v21) 1. 
Theorem 2.1. For any simple graph G, G ®K2 is Hamiltonian if and only if G has 
an UOET-subgraph. 
Proof. Let uvEE(G) and K2=xy. These two edges give rise to the two edges 
(u,x)(v,y) and (u,y)(v,x) in G®K2. Fixing/£2, we see that each edge uv of G gives 
rise to the above two corresponding edges in G®K2 and vice versa. 
Assume first that H is a Hamilton cycle of GQK2. Out of this H, we construct a 
new graph H* with V(H*)= V(G)={vl,v2 . . . . .  vn} as follows: V i is joined to 9 in 
H* by means of one or two parallel edges accordingly when one or both the edges 
(vi,x)(vj, y) and (vj,x)(vi, y) belong to H. Thus H* may be a multigraph. As two 
edges of H are incident with each of the two vertices (vi,x) and (vi, y) of GQK2, each 
vertex of H* is of degree 4. As H is a connected spanning subgraph of G®K2, H* is 
a connected graph. Thus H* is eulerian. We construct our uniformly odd euler tour in 
H* as follows: let H be described from (vi,x), say. Our uniformly odd euler tour T* 
commences at vi in H*. If (~.,y) is the vertex next to (vi,x) in H, then we take vivj 
v 1 
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Fig. 1. 
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as the first edge of T*. We now proceed from (~., y) to, say, (vk,x) along H. Then 
vk is taken as the next vertex after ~ along the tour T*. Thus as we trace H, we get 
an euler tour T* in H*. As the Hamilton cycle passes through (vi,x) and (vi, y), T* 
visits vi twice. 
We claim that T* is an UOET. Let To be a proper closed subtrail of T* with origin 
vk. Without loss of generality, assume that H visits (vk,x) prior to (vk, y). Thus To 
arises out of the corresponding (vk,x)-  (vk, y) section of H. This section must clearly 
be of odd length as G®K2 is bipartite. Consequently, To must be of odd length. Thus 
T* is an UOET. If  H0 is the underlying simple graph of H*, then H0 is a spanning 
connected subgraph of G and H0 is an UOET subgraph of G. 
Conversely, assume that G has an UOET subgraph H0. Let H0* be the 4-regular 
(multi)graph arising out of the 4-regularization of H0. By definition, H~ has an uni- 
formly odd euler tour To*. If this euler tour To* has origin v0, we can describe a 
Hamilton cycle of G®K2 from (Vo,X) as follows: If roy1 cE(TO*), then take the edge 
(Vo,X)(vl,y) in G®K2. I f  VlV2 EE(TO*) is the edge next to roy1 in To*, then take the 
edge (vl, y)(v2,x) in G®K2. The edges that correspond in G®K2 to the edge sequence 
in TO* must form a Hamilton cycle in G®K2, since otherwise an nonspanning cy- 
cle in G®K2 would give rise to a proper closed subtrail of To* of even length, a 
contradiction. [] 
Corollary 2.2. C2,+1 ®K2 is a cycle (and thereJbre Hamiltonian). [] 
Corollary 2.3. Let G be a H-decomposable graph with an odd number of vertices. 
Then G®K2 is H-decomposable. 
Proof. By hypothesis G = H1 ®//2 ~.  • • • Hm, where each Hi is a Hamilton cycle of G. 
Then G ® K2 = (H1 ® K2) • (//2 ® Kz) ®. '. ® (Hm ®K2). Now apply Corollary 2.2 to 
H~®K2 for each i. [] 
Next, we characterize those 4-regular multigraphs G (with number of edges between 
any pair of vertices being at most 2) which admit an UOET. G being 4-regular it 
has a 2-factorization. Let F 1 and F2 be the 2-factors of a 2-factorization of G. Orient 
the edges of F1 and F2 into directed cycles. Any such orientation of F1 and F2 will 
naturally induce an orientation on E(G). We call this resulting orientation on E(G) as 
the orientation induced by FI and F2. Let G with this induced orientation be denoted 
by I(G). If I(G) admits a directed euler tour T such that its edges alternate between 
Fi and F2 then we say that G admits a special induced orientation (SIO). 
Theorem 2.4. A 4-regular multigraph G (in the above sense) has an UOET if and 
only if G admits an SIO. 
Proof. Let T be an UOET in G with an origin, say, v0. Orient the edges of G along 
T. Label the edges of T from 1 to e, the number of edges of G, along T. As G 
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is 4-regular, each vertex of G will be visited exactly twice by T. Let T = voelvl 
. . .emvi.. .envi. . .e, vo. Label the vertex vi by the ordered pair (re, n), where m and 
n are the lengths of the Vo-  vi sections voelvl ...ernl)i and voelv~ ...eml)iem+l ...ent~i 
of T corresponding to the first and second visits of T through vi respectively. As 
Viem+l . . .  enVi is a proper closed subtrail of UOET T, it must be of odd length. Hence 
m and n shall be of opposite parity. As a consequence, m + 1 and n + 1 shall also 
be of opposite parity. Thus at each vertex of T, the two edges with the same la- 
bel parity define a directed path of length 2. Thus, the set of odd labelled edges 
of G forms a directed 1-factor F1 i.e., dr~(v)=d~(v)= 1 for each vE V(T) of G. 
Similarly, the even labelled edges form another directed 1-factor F2 of G. Clearly, 
the edges of T alternate between F1 and F2. Hence the orientation of T is an SIO 
of G. 
Conversely, assume that G has an SIO and let D be the digraph resulting from this 
SIO of G. Hence there exist two directed 1-factors F1 and F2 such that there is a 
directed euler tour T in D which alternates between F1 and F2. We exhibit an UOET 
in G by showing that no proper closed subtrail of T is of even length. 
Let To be a proper closed subtrial of T with origin, say, u. Without loss of generality, 
assume that the first edge of To is in Ft. Then the terminal edge of To should also 
be in F1. For if it is in Fz, then at u both the edges of F2 will be inward arcs of u, 
contradicting the fact that F2 is a directed 1-factor of D. Hence To is an odd closed 
subtrail of T in D. The euler tour corresponding to T in D gives an euler tour, say, 
T' in G. Then T ~ is an UOET of G. This completes the proof. [] 
Remark. We stress that the labelling described in the above proof wherein each vertex 
receives an ordered pair of labels having opposite parity exists for the vertices of any 
4-regular multigraph aving an UOET. 
A digraph D is called aneulerian if D has an euler tour T such that any two 
consecutive dges of T are either directed toward or away from the common incident 
vertex in D (see Fig. 2). It is called eulerian if it has a directed euler tour. 
A directed graph is called bieulerian if it is both eulerian and aneulerian. A 4-regular 
graph G is called an UOET graph if G has an uniformly odd euler tour. 
We now give a characterization for a 4-regular graph to be an UOET graph. 
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Theorem 2.5. A 4-regular multigraph (as in Theorem 2.4) G is an UOET graph if 
and only if it admits a bieulerian orientation. 
Proofl Suppose that G is an UOET graph. By Theorem 2.4, G admits an SIO. Hence 
there exist directed 1-factors F1 and F2 in D, the digraph defined by G with its SIO. 
The SIO yields a directed euler tour T in D which alternates between Ft and F2. Now, 
reverse the orientations of all the arcs of Fj in T. The resulting digraph D ~ is bieulerian 
because the edges of T with this reversed orientation of F1 from an aneulerian tour of 
D ~. Also D ~ is an eulerian digraph since d+(v)= d - (v )= 2. 
Conversely, let G admit a bieulerian orientation. Let D be the digraph defined by 
G with this bieulerian orientation. Let T be an aneulerian tour in D. Let To be the 
corresponding euler tour of T in G. It is easy to check that To is an UOET by using 
the fact that T is an aneulerian tour in D and D is an eulerian digraph. [] 
Theorem 2.6, I f  a simple 4-regular graph G has a bieulerian orientation, then G ® 1£2 
is a pair of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. 
Proof. Suppose G has a bieulerian orientation. Then by Theorem 2.5, G is an UOET 
graph. Let T be a uniform odd euler tour of G and let T=voe~vlez...e~,vo. As de- 
scribed in the proof of Theorem 2.1, (vo,x)(vl, y)(v2,x). , .  (vo,x) is a Hamilton cycle of 
G ®K2. As G is a simple UOET graph, the other Hamilton cycle is (vo, y)(vl,x)(vz, y) 
(vo, y). Thus, G®K2 is a pair of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. [] 
The converse of Theorem 2.6 is however not true. The graph G of Fig. 3 is non- 
bipartite and has a pair of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles, namely, 
and 
/ ! / / ! I ! I 
C1 = zl ylx3 Y3x2y4xl Y2X4Z2x4Y2Xl y4x2Y3X3 ylzl 
C2 I I I I ! ! ! ! =zIXIY3X4YlX2Y2x3Y4z2Y4X3Y2X2YlX4Y3X1Z1 • 
Also G ®/£2 has a pair of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles, namely, 
(ZI, X)(Xl, y )(y2,x )(x4, y )(y3,x )(x3, y )(y4,x )(x2, y)(y! ,X)(Zl, y )(y'I,X )(X;, y) 
I I I I l I (Y3,X )(X2, y )(Y4,X )(Xl, y )(y2,x )(x4, y )(z2,x )(y4, y)(xl ,x)(y3, y )(x2,x )(y2, y) 
(X3,X)(yl t t t , , t , , , y)(x4,x)(z2, y)(x4,x)(y 2,y)(x 1 ,x)(y 4, y)(Xz,X)(y 3, y)(x3,x)(y 1 ,y) 
(zl,x) and (zl, y)(xl ,x)(y2, y)(x4,x)(y3, y)(x3,x)(y4, y)(x2,x)(yl ,  y)(z l ,x)  
I I I I I I I I 
(Xl, Y )( y3,x )(x 4, Y )( Yl,X )(X2, Y )( y2,x )(x3, Y )( y 4,x )(z2, y )(y4,x )(Xl, y )( y3,x )
(x2, y)(y2,x)(x3, Y)(yl,x)(x4, ' ' ' ' ' ' Y )( z2,x )( y 4, Y )(Xa,X )( Y2, Y )(X2,X )( yl, Y )(X4,X )
(y;,y)(x~l,x)(zl,y), where {x,y} = V(K2). 
The above two Hamilton cycles of G ® K2, correspond to the UOET-subgraphs of 
the graphs of Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. 
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Next, we prove that the graph G of Fig. 3 does not have an UOET; this proves that G 
is not an UOET graph. Clearly, G\{z l ,zz} contains two isomorphic bipartite subgraphs, 
say, G1 and G2. Let //1 and //2 be the subgraphs induced by V(G1)U{zl ,z2} and 
V(G2)U{Zl,Z2}, respectively. I f  possible assume that T* is an UOET of G. Without 
loss of  generality, assume that T* has origin at Zl and that it enters first to a vertex 
of  HI. The remark following the proof of  Theorem 2.4 ensures that we can attach 
ordered pairs of  labels with opposite parity to all the vertices of  G. There are three 
cases to consider. 
Case 1: The T* retum to zl through H1 and /-/2. Then T* must traverse along 
a Hamilton path of  H1 during its first visit to z2. Otherwise, the first label m of z2 is 
not equal to 9. If m > 9, then the subtrail of  T* from zl to z2 during the first visit of 
T* to z2 must contain a closed subtrail of even length (since G1 is a bipartite graph), 
a contradiction. I f  m < 9, then the subtrail of T* from zl to z2 (or from z2 to z~ ) 
during the second visit of  T* to z2 must contain a closed subtrail of even length, again 
a contradiction. By symmetry, the trail from z2 to Zl must also be a Hamilton path in 
/-/2. Consequently, z2 must get the first label 9 and Zl, the first label 18. As the two 
labels of  z~, namely 18 and 36 are of same parity, we have a contradiction. 
Case 2. Let T* return to zl through HI after visiting z2. In this case, the section of  
T* in/ /2 is a proper closed subtrail of T* of even length, a contradiction. 
Case 3. Let T* return to Zl through H1 without visiting z2. The first label of  Zl is 
odd, say, ~. I f  ~ ~ 9, we arrive at a contradiction as in Case 1. If ~ = 9, the 10th edge 
of T* is either zlx~, or z~y~, say zlx' 1. Then the first labels ofx;,  1 ~<i~<4, are all even 
and those of y;, 1 ~<i~<4, are all odd. T* must traverse along a Hamilton path of  Hi. 
Hence T* enters z2 only along the edge/4z2, and so, the first label of  z2 is 9 + 9 = 18. 
X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 
Yl 
(a) 
Z 1 Z 2 
X 1 x 2 X 3 x 4 
z I Z 2 
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Hence the second label of 2 2 is 18 + (18-  c~)=27, and therefore the second label of 
x~ is 28. But then x~ has both the labels even, a contradiction. 
Remark. Fleischner [3, p. VI. 25] constructed a 4-regular graph with an odd cycle 
which does not admit a bieulerian orientation. Further, the graph constructed by Fleis- 
chner has three cut vertices. But the graph of Fig. 3 is not only 2-connected but also 
has a pair of edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. This graph also answers the question at 
the end of [1] (see also the remark on the problem by Fleischner [3, p. VI. 25]). By 
cyclically arranging many copies of the subgraph //1 of the graph G of Fig. 3, we 
can construct a family of 4-regular graphs admitting a Hamilton cycle decomposition 
but not admitting a bieulerian orientation. Again, in these 4-regular graphs, any eule- 
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rian orientation gives at least two distinct 1-factorizations of the resulting digraph, see 
Corollary VI.30 of [3, p. VI. 24]. 
We now present a class f2 of 4-regular simple graphs which are UOET graphs. 
Hence for each graph of f2, by Theorem 2.6, G ®/£2 is an edge-disjoint union of 
Hamilton cycles. Take f2= {L(S1G)): G is a 4-regular loopless graph}, where Sl(G) 
is the subdivision of G obtained by subdividing each edge of G once, and L(H) is the 
line graph [4] of H. Then every member of O is a simple 4-regular graph. We show 
that each graph in g2 is an UOET graph. 
Let H=L(S1(G))E 0 and e= IE(G)I. Let the edge sequence {el,e2 .. . . .  e~}, define 
an euler tour T of G with origin, say, v0. Let v C V(G). By the definition of line graph, 
there exists in L(S1(G)), corresponding to each vertex v of degree 4 in S1(G) a clique 
K~ of order 4. If e=uvEE(G),Kv and Ku are joined by an edge e' of L(SI(G)). 
Clearly, {e': eCE(G)} is a 1-factor F of L(SI(G))=H. Corresponding to T of G 
there is an euler tour T' in SI(G). Label the vertices of H as follows: T' visits each 
vertex v of degree 4, exactly twice. During the first visit at v, T' uses two edges. Let 
at, and by be the vertices of H that correspond to these edges used by T t to enter and 
to leave v, respectively. Let the other two vertices of Kv be c~ and dr, where c~ (resp. 
d~) corresponds to the edge of T' used to enter (resp. exit) v during its second visit. 
Corresponding to T' in Sl(G) we shall construct an euler tour To in H, which visits 
each K~ twice as follows: To uses the edge a~bv and leaves for another Kw through the 
edge of F, the 1-factor of H (described above), during its first visit to Kv. It enters Kv 
again through an edge of F and uses the edges of K~ in the order c~avd~c~b~d~ (see 
Fig. 5). 
We now label the vertices of H by ordered pairs. The first and second labels of any 
vertex a~, (or b~,c~,d~), of H denote, respectively, the lengths along To from a~0, the 
origin of the euler tour To, to a~ (or bv, c~,d~) during the first and second visits of To 
to Kv, respectively. By this procedure, b~0 gets the first lable 1, etc. Hence all vertices 
of H get an ordered pair of labels, and these are clearly of opposite parity (as a~, cv 
and dv get the first labels even (except a~o, the origin) while b~ gets the first label 
odd). As a consequence, no closed proper subtrail of To can be of even length (see 
the proof of Theorem 2.4). Hence To is an UOET. Thus we have 
Theorem 2.7. I f  G is a 4-regular (loopless) graph, then L(SI(G)) is an UOET graph. 
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Corollary 2.8. I f  G is a 4-regular (loopless) graph, then L((&(G))®K2 is a pair of 
edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles. 
3. Longest paths and cycles in Cm ® Pn 
As in other product of graphs, such as the cartesian product, strong product of graphs, 
one may tend to believe that if both G and H are Hamilton cycle decomposable graphs, 
then G ®H is Hamilton cycle decomposable. In connection with this question, Jha [5] 
raised the following conjectures. 
1. For all odd n ~> 3, 
m(n-  1) if m is odd, 
C(Cm®Pn)=#(Cm®Pn)= re(n--1)/2 if m is even. 
2. If G is a nonbipartite, H-decomposable graph on an even number of vertices, then 
G ® K2 is H-decomposable. 
3. If G is a H-decomposable graph, then G ® K2 is H-decomposable if and only if G 
is nonbipartite. 
4. If G is nonbipartite, H-decomposable graph on an even number of vertices, then 
G ® C, is H-decomposable. 
5. Let G1,G2 ..... Gr be graphs such that each Gi, l<~i<~r, is H-decomposable. If 
Gi ® G2 @. • • @ Gr is connected, then it is H-decomposable. 
Here we prove Conjecture 1 and disprove Conjectures 2 and 4. Consequently, 
Conjectures 3 and 5 are also not true. Conjecture 2 is disproved if the graph G is 
H-decomposable into more than two Hamilton cycles. 
Proof of Conjecture 1. If m is odd, it is easy to see that a path of length m(n-  1) 
exists in Cm®Pn; Fig. 6 describes uch a path for the case when m=5 and n=7.  
Further, the length of any longest path in Cm @Pn cannot exceed m(n-  l) as it is 
a bipartite graph with bipartition consisting of (n + 1/2)m and (n - 1/2)m vertices. 
If m is even, then Cm ® P~ is a disconnected graph with two isomorphic omponents. 
If m_=2 (rood4), then each component is isomorphic to Cm/2®Pn, by Lemma 1.3 
of [6]. As m/2 is odd, by the previous part,/(Cm ® Pn ) = E(Crn/2 ® P,,) = m(n -- 1 )/2. We 
next suppose that m = 0 (mod 4). Then Cm @ Pn consists of two isomorphic omponents, 
say, Hi and H2. We can exhibit a cycle of length m(n-  1)/2 in //1, similar to the 
one described in Fig. 7. As H1 contains a cycle of length m(n - 1)/2, it also contains 
a path of length m(n-  1)/2 as the cycle does not contain all the vertics of H1. As 
in the previous part, the bipartiteness of H 1 ensures  that t~(C,n@P,) cannot exceed 
m(n - 1 )/2. 
For the determination of c(Cm @Pn), we note that the result is already contained 
in the previous part when m=0 (mod4). When m is odd, m>3 and n = 1 (mod4), 
c(Cm ®P~)= m(n-  1). This can be established by imitating the cycle in Fig. 8(a). 
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Fig. 7. 
For m=3,  see the cycles in Figs. 8(b) and (c). I f  m>3 and n>3 and n -3  (mod4), 
the result is obtained by considering a cycle similar to the one given in Fig. 9(a). For 
n=3,  see Fig. 9(b) and for m=3 and n>3 see Fig. 9(c). 
Again the case when m = 2 (mod4) can be dealt with as before, by using the fact that 
Cm ®Pn ~--2(Cm/2 @Pn), where nH denotes n disjoint isomorphic opies of  H. Further, 
that the cycles so obtained are the longest follows from the fact that the graphs are 
bipartite. [] 
(v .u,) 
(v7; u, ) 
(a) 
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(Vl,UI3) 
(v v, ul; ) 
(v.u,) (vl.u s) 
(v 3 , u 1 ) (v3;u s) 
(b) 
(Vl,U 1 ) 
(va.u I) 
(c) 
(Vlt U13) 
(v3' ul 3 ) 
Fig. 8. 
Counterexample to Conjecture 4. Consider K2m,2m with m>>-n+ 1. Let (X,Y) de- 
note the bipartition of K2m,2,n. It is well known that K2,n,2,n is H-decomposable. Let 
HI,H2 .. . . .  Hm be the Hamilton cycles of a Hamilton cycle decomposition of K2m,2m. 
Let el =uv and e2 =xy be the first and third edges of HI with u, x EX and v, y E Y. 
Let H( = (H1 - {e l ,e2})  U {ux, vy}. Then H~,H2 . . . . .  H,, is a Hamilton cycle decom- 
position of the graph G = (K2ra,Zm- {el,ez})U {ux, vy}, G is clearly nonbipartite and 
]V(G)I = 4m. Moreover, G\ {ux, vy} = K2m,Zm - {el, co} is bipartite. 
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Now, assume that n is even (if n is odd, the G ® Cn is H-decomposable [6]. As 
Cn is bipartite, (G\{ux, vy}) ® C~ is disconnected. But G @ C, = (G\{ux, vy}) ® C, ® 
({ux, vy} ®C,) where @ denotes the edge-disjoint union of graphs. If G® C~ is H- 
decomposable, then each Hamilton cycle in the decomposition must have at least 
two edges from {ux, vy} ® C~. Now IE({ux, vy} ® C,)] = 4n and G ® Cn is 4m-regular. 
Hence if G ® C, is H-decomposable, then it must have 2m edge-disjoint Hamilton 
cycles each containing at least two edges of {ux, vy} ® C,. But for this to be possible, 
{ux, vy} ® C~ must contain at least 4m >~4n + 4 edges which is not the case. 
Counterexample to Conjecture 2. We suppose that G has at least three edge-disjoint 
Hamilton cycles. (If G --- C2n+1, then the conjecture is true by Corollary 2.2.) 
G is an edge-disjoint union of m Hamilton cycles, m >~ 3. We repeat he construction 
given in the counterexample to Conjecture 3 with Cn replaced by 1£2, and as m~>3, 
we observe that we need at least 2m~>6 edges in {ux, vy} ®/£2 to have a Hamilton 
cycle decomposition while there are only IE({ux, vy} ®g2)l =4 edges. 
Remark. The answer to the following question is still open: If G is nonbipartite with 
an even number of vertices and is an edge-disjoint union of a pair of Hamilton cycles, 
then does it mean that G ® K2 is H-decomposable? We believe that the question will 
have an affirmative answer. 
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